OPPORTUNIT Y KNOCKS: COMMUNIT Y
INVES TMENT PROVIDES L AUNCHING PAD
FOR OUR CIT Y ’S YOUTH
A Policy & Progress Update from the Criminal Justice
Investment Initiative
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A N E W MODEL O F I NV E S TME NT F OR
N EW YOR K C IT Y’S YOU TH & FA MI LI E S
Today, as the COVID-19 pandemic and social
dynamics create an inflection point, people across
New York City and the country demand change:
Racial equity. Safer neighborhoods. Opportunity
for all. To respond, policymakers, philanthropic
institutions and civic leaders need new strategies to enhance collaboration and maximize
the impact of social services.
A new model of community-based investment
for youth and families, piloted by the Manhattan
District Attorney’s Criminal Justice Investment
Initiative (CJII), offers a path forward for New
York and beyond. Early, positive outcomes
warrant immediate attention from city, state
and philanthropic leaders.
The model is borne out of extensive research
conducted by the City University of New York
Institute for State and Local Governance
(ISLG)—including more than 250 interviews with
leaders from philanthropy, nonprofits, government, academia and the social services sector—
that revealed actionable insights about what’s
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necessary to better achieve youth equity, safety
and opportunity.
In Manhattan, a wealth of community-based
organizations (CBOs) deliver critical youth and
family services to support youth development.
Too often, however, the success of these CBOs
has been limited by a lack of coordination,
collaboration and streamlined referrals for youth
to services across multiple agencies. As a result,
young people are not always matched with
the services they need most. Even when they
are adequately matched, youth may be hesitant
to follow through because the spaces some
CBOs occupy may not appear to be comfortable,
inviting places to spend their time.
In response to this research, CJII launched
two pilot programs. The first, Youth Opportunity
Hubs (“Hubs”), represents CJII’s largest single
investment, and its most ambitious partnership
approach, to-date. Hubs offer one-stop shops for
young people in underserved neighborhoods
across Manhattan to access holistic support and
avoid involvement in the criminal justice system.
Through a multi-agency, "hub and spoke" model,
each of five neighborhood-based Hubs is
directed and coordinated by one lead nonprofit
organization. The Hubs organize and oversee
partnerships with "spoke" CBOs, including more
than 50 agencies and grassroots organizations
that receive funding from CJII. These organizations provide youth with mentoring, education,
training, life skills, trauma treatment, mental
health and substance use services, as well as
prosocial activities such as sports and arts.
The second, Community Navigators, is a community-centered wraparound program piloted in
East Harlem to provide additional outreach to
youth and families. Navigators who themselves
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come from East Harlem and surrounding communities receive intensive training, then meet
individuals where they are, identify areas of need,
then connect them with CBOs and services—
including those at Union Settlement, the neighborhood’s Hub—to meet those needs. Though East
Harlem is resource-rich, the neighborhood has
Manhattan’s highest concentration of public
housing along with a higher incidence of violent
crime. Navigators help youth and their families
identify and access wide-ranging, supportive
services—from tutoring and job training to food
and healthcare access. The Community Navigators address those challenges specific to East
Harlem and help their neighbors thrive.
The Hubs and Community Navigators programs
were designed to increase community residents’
connections and supports from neighborhoodbased resources; these additional forms of

support and opportunity access can help
reduce justice system interaction. And they are
already proving themselves in real ways. With
brick-and-mortar Hubs as a point of connection,
and expert coordination of a network of
organizations and individuals, more services
and resources are reaching Manhattan’s youth
and families. These collaborative strategies work
because they build on communities’ existing
assets and respond to actual demands—with the
idea that communities can do more with more.
By realigning funds and resources, CJII is helping
CBOs with tremendous potential make every
dollar go further in the neighborhoods they serve.
This is only a start. In this brief, we outline the
pilot programs’ positive impact to-date—and call
for sustained, collaborative investment in these
community-based strategies in Manhattan
and beyond.

ABOUT CJII/ISLG
Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus R. Vance,
Jr. established CJII in 2014 to invest $250
million seized in international financial crime
prosecutions to strengthen and support
communities in New York City. District
Attorney Vance believes that a crime prevented is far better than a crime prosecuted,
and recognized that his public safety
mandate could be carried out beyond the
courtroom by unleashing opportunity in
the community. Guided by the principle of
prevention as a cornerstone of a 21st
century crime-fighting strategy, CJII invests
in efforts that cut across systems to increase public safety and promote a fair and
efficient justice system. CJII has invested in
projects that address the overlapping

identities of individuals, families, and
communities impacted by poverty, trauma,
and the criminal justice system. To date,
CJII funds have supported more than
25,000 people across New York City and
New York State through the initiative's
50+ grantee programs.
Through a competitive process, the Manhattan District Attorney's Office selected
ISLG to conduct initial research and serve
as the technical assistance provider for
CJII. A good governance think and do tank,
ISLG crafts the research, policies, partnerships and infrastructures necessary to help
government and public institutions work
more effectively, efficiently and equitably.
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BUILDING SOCIAL JUS TICE INTO
N YC’S COMMUNITIES: OUR YOUTH
OPPORTUNIT Y HUBS MODEL

2. LIVING REDEMPTION YOUTH
OPPORTUNIT Y HUB
WASHINGTON
HEIGHTS

1

CENTRAL
& WEST
HARLEM

		$10.3M award, including
up to $4M in capital funding
		 Central & West Harlem
		 7 Hub Partners

2

EAST
HARLEM

3

3. UNION SETTLEMENT
		$10.3M award, including
up to $4M in capital funding
		 East Harlem
		 14 Hub Partners

CIT YWIDE

4

5

LOWER
EAST SIDE

4. THE DOOR
		$6.4M award, including up
to $162K in capital funding
		 Citywide
		 12 Hub Partners

1. NEWYORK-PRESBY TERIAN
HOSPITAL UPTOWN HUB
$10.3M award, including
up to $4M in capital funding

5. HENRY STREET SETTLEMENT HUB
		$8.4M award, including up
to $2.7M in capital funding

Washington Heights

		 Lower East Side

6 Hub Partners

		 11 Hub Partners
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HUB S OF HOPE
Our five Youth Opportunity Hubs provide both
physical spaces and coordinated expertise to
better support young people. Hubs reflect the
developmental understanding that youth are
more likely to make use of support and opportunities when they are viewed as easily accessible.
Wraparound youth development services offered
by the Hubs can support the well-being of youth
and effectively prevent poor outcomes, including justice system involvement. Through one
Hub door in their own neighborhood, youth can
immediately access services and resources from
numerous points in their neighborhood—including
clinical and social services, school services and
recreation.
The Hubs offer tailored engagement for each
young person (ages 14-24 years old, some as
young as 10), from light interventions and support
to heavy case management. Depending on needs
and goals, Hubs connect youth with resources
and services including:

T HROU GH ONE HU B D OOR IN
T HE IR OWN NE IGHBORHOO D,
YOU T H CAN IMME DIAT ELY
AC C E S S SERV I C E S AND
RE S OU RC E S FROM NU MEROU S
P OIN T S IN T HE IR NE IGHBOR HOO D — INC LU DING C LINI CAL
AND S O C IAL SERV IC E S , S C HOOL
SERV I C E S AND REC RE AT ION .
Improvements range from simple repairs to
ensuring ADA access and improving HVAC systems, to creating entirely new program spaces.
The Uptown Hub at NewYork-Presbyterian and
the Living Redemption Youth Opportunity Hub
have activated brand new program spaces in
their respective communities, and CJII capital
funds are supporting extensive enhancements
to each of the five Hub locations.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educational assistance
Mentorship
Employment training
Assistance securing housing
Trauma & substance use services
Health and mental health counseling
Civil and criminal legal assistance
from attorneys and case advocates
• Arts & recreational programs
Each Hub in our model offers one central,
physical center coordinating several CBOs. Many
facilities needed changes or improvements to
best serve young people. The Hub spaces are
critical to successfully serving the needs of
people and neighborhoods, and their accessibility,
functionality and appeal can increase the number
of young people who engage. That’s why we
also invested funds in capital improvements
for these spaces.
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HUB S BY T HE NUMBERS

$46
million
investment

364+

participants have
obtained a High
School Equivalency
within 1 year of
participation

5

Youth Opportunity
Hubs and 50+
service providers
across Manhattan

1,212+

participants have
obtained a job
within 1 year of
participation

11,600+
youth (ages 10–24)
served since June
2017 launch

135 +

participants have
earned an employment credential
within 1 year of
participation

Hope in Action: The Henry Street Settlement Hub
Toddrick Brockington has been there—the
impossible places some youth served by
Henry Street Settlement in Manhattan’s Lower East Side find themselves in today. At one
time, challenges led Toddrick in the wrong
direction, and he alternated in and out of
prison. “I spent time examining my choices
and tracing everything back to the beginning,”
he says. “I decided I could educate others
through my own life experiences.”
That’s the foundation for the Ministry and
Nurturing (MAN) program Toddrick was hired

to build at Henry Street via Hub funding. The
program gathers groups of young men regularly to discuss the realities they face. “When I
was their age, I put up a wall around me to see
if anyone cared to come over it and check on
me,” Toddrick notes. “I do this for participants
—I get them to open up and share their pain,
their fears, and teach them how to handle
these things responsibly and maturely.”
The MAN program is just one way in which
Henry Street builds on existing youth
programming with the Hub model. “Our →
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neighborhood is full of long-standing settlement houses, but we had a lot of silos,” notes
Elisa Kaplan, LMSW, director of the Hub
at Henry Street. “We’re creating a network
connected around the actual needs of
youth we serve.”
Henry Street’s approach works with youth in
wide-ranging ways throughout the Lower East
Side, relying on both its own sites and a host
of community partners to connect people
with services. Social workers stationed
in spaces such as community centers and
schools, and Henry Street’s own spaces,
engage directly with participants. The MAN
group participants, for instance, have arrived
via Henry Street sites, including Jacob Riis
Cornerstone, Jobs Plus and JET, and via
community partners, including Orchard
Collegiate Academy, Avenues for Justice and
the local NYPD Youth Coordination Officers.
Referrals to partner organizations are both
incoming and outgoing. In the current MAN
cohort, a recent referral was made to VOLS
for legal immigration services, and an
upcoming workshop will be held with Youth
Represent to cover participants’ rights with
regard to police interactions.
Services take shape in myriad ways. In
addition to leading the MAN group, Toddrick
also directs recreation programs such as
boxing, and the settlement’s “Hub Hustle”
program provides career direction such as
job training and internship matching. “Each
Hub was given wide latitude to design their
own program, so we’ve tried to identify
gaps in needs and fill them,” says Kaplan.
“We especially wanted to reach youth not
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currently connected to services, such as
those who may lack trust in communitybased organizations.”
Connecting with Hub youth as someone
who lives and works in the neighborhood
is already proving transformational, says
Toddrick, and several of the graduates of the
MAN group have remained connected with
Henry Street Settlement. A graduate of the
first cohort is now employed part-time in the
settlement’s IT Department. Another MAN
program graduate returned to ask for college
reference letters. Beyond MAN, a Hub
participant recently created a mental health
support workshop in her school based on
Hub workshops she attended. Still others
have become lifeguards or mentors in the
community thanks to skills gleaned through
Hub programming.
“If civic and community leaders want to truly
reach the community and the underserved
or disenfranchised, the Hub approach is
truly something to consider and implement,”
says Toddrick.
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RE AC HING OU T AT A T IME OF C RISIS
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The Living Redemption Youth Opportunity Hub
in Central and West Harlem was prepared to
meet the COVID-19 pandemic moment. With
its Credible Messenger model, the Hub relies
on staff members with lived experience in the
community—some with past justice system
involvement—to serve as youth mentors.
The Hub’s mentors respond to a wide range
of participants’ needs with group and
individualized support—from working with
youth to creating Individual Success Plans
to supporting them through crisis.
Those strong relationships created an active
corps of participants empowered to rapidly
respond to the pandemic and serve as a
lifeline for fellow New Yorkers in need of
food and supplies. As the reality of the
pandemic set in, the Living Redemption Hub
saw the immediate needs of a community

taxed by a deepening economic crisis, and
evolved into a food distribution center for the
Central and West Harlem neighborhoods.
Hub participants—who themselves might at
one time benefit from Hub services such as
meals—took on a service role, distributing
food and, in turn, receiving stipends for this
work. As of June 12, 2020, youth at the
Living Redemption Hub had served 17,000
individuals—a real and measurable impact
on their own neighborhood.
This flexible transition to meet clear and
immediate needs is proof of the Hub model’s
effectiveness in supporting communities.
It is exactly what it was intended to be: an
investment in community-led organizations
to fulfill real-time demands and create
meaningful opportunities for youth in their
own neighborhoods.
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N AVIG ATING NEED,
ON T H E GROUND
East Harlem was an ideal neighborhood in which
to launch our Community Navigators pilot
program in the fall of 2017. With its shares of
both support services and systemic challenges,
the community was ripe for further coordination
among CBOs and connection with individuals
who could thrive with their support. Community
Navigators primarily work on-the-go, present
within the community and its organizations,
where they partner with youth and their families
to locate, connect, engage and stay involved with
vital services and resources.

The pilot’s success anchors on lived experience,
so Navigators are relatable to participants. Their
backgrounds mirror those of participants, often
with similar histories with foster care, trauma,
poverty or violence. “Our philosophy is built on
the belief that navigators can be role models
because they have overcome circumstances that
really hold people back and are very challenging,”
notes Dunia Garcia, Director of the Community
Navigators program. “Being able to relate to
someone on that level is so critical to help
participants move from inaction to action.” In
order to most effectively convey their lived
experience to participants and make successful
connections to services and supports, Navigators
first complete rigorous social work-based
training developed with the Silberman School
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NAVIG ATORS
BY T HE NUMBERS

1,500

participants served by
Community Navigators
pilot to-date
•

12

Community Navigators
•
© Andre Lambertson, 2018

of Social Work at Hunter College. The training
program teaches Navigators how to conduct case
management, meet participants where they are,
and access and cycle through the individualized
services they need.
In just three years, the Community Navigators
model has demonstrated its ability to help
people in the East Harlem neighborhood unlock
bureaucracy within the service sector. Participants are identified through direct in-community
engagement or through the program’s partnerships with community-based nonprofit and civic
organizations. The Navigators serve as guides
who lead participants every step of the way as
they access the various resources they need to
cope with crisis or unaddressed trauma, or take
the next step toward an education or a job goal.
With live referrals to CBOs—Navigators often
physically walk participants into the building—the
model also helps relieve pressure on overtaxed
community organizations. “Change happens
individually, but the impact happens at the
community level,” adds Garcia.

20

participant average
caseload per Community
Navigator
•

4

month average
engagement
•

2

clinical social workers
oversee engagements
•

1

lead social worker
oversees program
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Services span:
• Domestic violence support
• Education (High school equivalency, college)
• Employment (Job networking, training,
paid internships)
• Food access
• Healthcare
• Mentoring (Community mentor)
• Family services
• Justice-related services (Legal advocacy,
case management, reentry)
• Immigration-related services
• Housing

An intentional concurrent success of the
model lies in its equal service as an economic
empowerment opportunity for Navigators.
Their Silberman-supported training helps
Navigators expertly connect participants
to the neighborhood services they need, while
offering the Navigators themselves valuable
paid experience that can unlock future career
opportunities in community and social service.
All told, the model is delivering on its promise—
helping the East Harlem neighborhood
thrive—and is worthy of additional investment
and expansion throughout New York City’s
communities.
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Confidence, and a Path
to College: The Community
Navigators Program in Action
Angelica Rivera says social justice is in her
DNA. As a youth, the Dominican Republic
native—who identifies as an Afro Latina—recalls standing up to bullies. When she arrived
in the United States, those advocacy skills
proved invaluable in helping her navigate a
new country and language with her family.
That kind of lived experience made Angelica
an ideal candidate for the job of Community
Navigator when she applied as a recent
college graduate in 2017. “I didn't know that
all those skills—things like looking at documents and just helping people navigate
situations—could actually be a job asset,”
Angelica says.
Becoming a Community Navigator would
become pivotal to Angelica’s own path
forward. As part of the Community Navigators
school-based initiative, Angelica drew on
additional lived experience—the lack of an
available role model or guidance counselor to
support her own college application experience—to support the more than 100 individuals she worked with over three years. Through
one-on-one meetings and coaching, Angelica
helped students understand their college,
trade school and employment options and
create an action plan.
For Jennifer, a student Angelica met as a
Navigator, the need was for something even
more essential: confidence. “Jennifer had a
lot of anxiety and as a Latinx student, with all
the stereotypes out there, didn’t really see a

place for herself in college,” notes Angelica.
Angelica partnered with Jennifer in three
ways: First, by teaching—providing a plethora
of tools Jennifer could access in-person and
online for emotional, social and physical
support. These included the Summer Youth
Employment Program, Echoes of Incarceration—which supports people with familial
criminal justice or immigrant backgrounds—
and external counseling. Second, by modeling behavior and sharing examples of her
own self-advocacy. And third, by utilizing
effective action planning approaches.
Angelica then provided tactical support,
helping Jennifer to complete college and
financial aid applications. “It works wonders,
because when you memorialize something in
writing, and then a participant actually
reaches the goal, it reinforces a sense of
success,” notes Angelica.
The approach proved successful: Jennifer is
now in her first year at a community college
and hopes to transfer to a four-year college
once she earns her associate’s degree in
business. Just as important, the support
system Angelica offered has imparted a new
sense of confidence and self-determination
for Jennifer as she looks to the future.
For Angelica, serving as a Community
Navigator also defined what was once an
unclear career path: She is now a first-year
resident in social work at the NYU Silver
School of Social Work. “As a Navigator, you’re
not empowering people—they already have
that power; you’re just helping them to
facilitate it,” adds Angelica. “And that’s how
I fell in love with social work.”
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MODEL IN AC TION: AN INTEGR ATED
YOUTH HUB + NAVIG ATOR JOURNE Y

A YOUTH, PARENTIFIED
A high school junior in East Harlem is struggling to balance school,
a part-time job and caring for his younger siblings while his Dad
is sick. There’s no time to be a kid or think about the future.

A CONNECTION MADE
The student’s principal—concerned about the student’s
academic/graduation risks—connects him to the Community
Navigator team in the neighborhood.

SUPPORT, UNCOVERED
The student/family is matched with a Navigator, who identifies
all areas of need, then connects them to community-based
services: counseling for the student, child care for his siblings
and home-care visits for their father.

MORE HELP, THROUGH A SINGLE DOOR
The Navigator also introduces the student to the Youth Opportunity
Hub at Union Settlement in East Harlem, where he finds workforce
training through Youth Action YouthBuild, and recreation, life
skills and academic support at the Boys' Club of New York. He’s
headed back on track toward graduation. Possibly college.

A NEW PATH FORWARD
For the first time, this high school junior can take a breath and
see a path toward a brighter future, thanks to supportive peers
and adults now in his corner, from his own community.
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A C ALL T O AC TION:
IN VES TING IN
YO UT H & FAMILIE S
Calls for social justice will rightfully continue. And
while the COVID-19 pandemic will one day come
to an end, other challenges will emerge to further
reveal systemic inequities. City, state and
philanthropic leaders must invest in strategies
based in—and coordinated by—communities
themselves. Promising data emerging from our
Manhattan pilots support sustained investment
in our Hubs program and expansion of the
Community Navigators program to other
boroughs. We’ve demonstrated that communities
can lead the way; they know what they need to
support their youth. Directing new and existing
funds—public or private—to a community-led
model like ours will help communities respond
collaboratively and meaningfully to those needs
and improve equity, increase safety and spark
opportunity for youth and families.
To succeed as a replicable model for other
boroughs and cities, this investment strategy will

require even greater coordination and collaboration among government agencies, CBOs,
elected officials and philanthropic institutions.
Strategic funding can help break down silos and
better align city agencies that work with youth
and the justice system to deliver holistic, comprehensive community services.

C OMMU NI T IE S KNOW WH AT T HE Y
NEE D TO SUPP OR T T HE IR FAMILIE S
AND YOU T H . DIREC T ING NE W AND
E XI S T ING FU ND S TO A C OMMU NI T YLE D MODEL LIKE OU RS WILL HELP
T HEM RE SP OND TO T HE IR OWN
NEE D S IN A C OLL ABOR AT I V E AND
ME ANINGFU L WAY TO S T RENGT HEN
FAMILIE S , C OMMUNI T IE S — AND
T HE EN T IRE C I T Y.
There’s no time to waste. There will never be
an election, local or beyond, that will solve every
challenge we face. Now is the time for all
relevant stakeholders to join us in building this
momentum, and invest in making our progress
sustainable—for the sake of our youth, our
communities and our cities.
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